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The idea and frameworks (operational and organizational)

Four levels of concern – clusters of projects under each level 
(2 minutes explanation per project: vision, research process, pilot delivery)

Outreach and long-term vision

What’s next?



SANDHI: Four practical themes

The core concern
Recovery of 
epistemological 
foundations of Indian 
science – heritage 
interfacing:

-Cosmology 
-Ecology & Environment
-Folk-Anthropology
-Folk-Ethnology
-Iconography
-Aesthetics
-Architecture
-Engineering
-Social sciences

Analyses of ancient roots of Indian tradition: For 
eg., ‘Sruti’ – basis of  all intuitive expressions and 
etymological foundation of language systems 
(India and the world)

Documentation of history of Indian science and 
technology: Recovery of Indian cultural continuity

Design of community resources planning systems:  
Recovery of ‘people-centric folk roots ‘ in  
contemporary design perspective (social, 
economic,  ecological and eng-environmental 
framework)

Recovery and regeneration of indigenous 
traditional knowledge systems: repositioning 
technology, boost creative economy, IPR, 
marketing and e-archiving 
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SANDHI: Four inner concerns

The idea
A ladder - the network of 
manifestation

PARA: Innermost root of primal creative impulse: 
‘the first WORD ‘ – basis of etymological 
foundation of language systems (basis of vowels, 
consonants, word formation,  then language and 
meters, formation of culture)

PASYANTI: First visible manifestation within: 
human exposition, seed to variety and  cultural 
continuity

MADHYAMA: the extended but inner linkages: 
establishing manifestation of various ‘community 
arts and sciences’ based on variety and need (folk, 
place, people)

VAIKHARI: Tangible outwardly speech and texts: 
Grassroots recovery and reformulation of 
traditional knowledge systems
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Technology with a culture of the ‘Heart’
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Director, IIT Kharagpur

Dean (SRIC), IIT Kharagpur

Key coordinator: Concern 1

Key coordinator: Concern 2

Key coordinator: Concern 3

Key coordinator: Concern 4

Overall Coordinator, ‘SANDHI’

SANDHI: Organizational and 
operational framework

‘I am like a string of pearls,  as the hidden (or embedded) 
interconnectedness and convergence in the cosmos and of its parts’ 

(Mayi sarbam-idam protang sutre mani-gana iba)
(Gita: 7/7)
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Architecture (macro and micro) is frozen music
– Goethe
Man is the measure of all things
– Protagoras of Miletus
Environment is a pattern language system 
– Christopher Alexander
The cosmos is a pattern of numbers representing a 
hierarchy of manifestation 
– Sage KapilaSANDHI: Concern A – the inner roots 

(Projects A/1; A/2; A/3)

Indian – to – European language systems &  dissemination
Music and response / evolutionary systems
Anthropocentric-cosmo:centric design systems
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Project A/2: To investigate a scientific foundation of convergences evident in a 
pool of ‘Indian Ragas’, as facilitated through a study of its diversity in day-night, 
seasonal, and emotional variety in human perception and aesthetics (rasas), 
and conduct a cross-validation through primary survey and expert opinions.

Project A/1: To develop a scientific rationale of Indo-European language 
systems applying cognitive geo-spatial and ethnographic mapping techniques 
and sonic (etymologic/ articulate) matching principles (based on initial 
formation of proto-Sanskrit and a subsequent evolution of Eurasian language 
systems).

Project A/3: To establish a scientific correlation between 2-D graphic 
expressions of anthropocentric astral patterns (charts) based on oblation/ 
rituals and 3-D systems of iconographic patterns or ‘footprints’ (mandala) as 
evident in design of Temple and settlements in Indian architecture.

SANDHI: Concern A – the inner roots 
(Projects A/1; A/2; A/3)
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Culture and civilization based continuity
\

Deeper Ecological and
Social engineering 

Consolidating evidences
from fresh
archaeological                               
constructs

SANDHI: Concern B – the first expressions 
(2 Projects under B/1; 
3 projects under B/2; 
2 projects under B/3)
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B/1/b: An exploration of Vija mala in the system of Tantra and developing a 
systems evaluation of words and patterns that augment hidden biological and 
neuro-physiological processes in human evolution? [related to Project A/1]

B/1/a: Linkages between iconographic re-interpretation of architecture and 
engineering patterns of Vedic and Buddhist periods – what are the hidden 
patterns of styles and continuity embedded in the two layers? How a 
methodology can be established eventually using GIS based application?

B/2/a: Effect of Meditation and Pranayam on the Cognitive and Emotional 
Performance of Human Brain: a multi-modal study – how a system of 
interlinked scientific understanding can be established between western 
trans-personal psychological paradigm and ancient Indian thought?

B/2/b: Improving ‘End-of-Life Care’ by integrating Indic Perspectives on Ageing 
and Dying – how the concepts of Nirvana, Moksha can be brought down to 
‘people-centric’ levels through prescriptive tools and techniques in the 
contemporary social framework?

B/2/c: Reconfiguring Dana (Generosity) as a new institutional financial 
mechanism for social enterprises – moving from: Dana (generosity) to seva
(empathy and service) – how holistic management approach system to social 
engineering can be developed?

SANDHI: Concern B – the first expressions 
(2 Projects under B/1; 3 projects under B/2; 
2 projects under B/3)
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Project B/3: To conduct a re-explorative GIS based documentation and re-
interpretation study of the archaeology – architecture and iconography of:

B/3/a: Chandraketugrah, East of Kolkata: as a potential site of current and 
future excavation for re-interpreting the chronology of Indian history (500 BC 
– 500 AD) based on the textual insights by a) Megasthenes b) Ptolemy and c) 
Huen Tsang – how Indian sub-continental historical analyses can be re-
established through a reformulated methodological framework?

B/3/b: Vajragiri-Lalitagiri belt of Coastal Orissa: a potential site of current and 
future excavation for re-connecting the historic connections between 
apparently diverse thought-systems like Kashmir Shaivism, Tibetan Buddhism 
and others movements in the extended South East Asia/ Indonesia

B/3/c/1: Exploratory work on Buddhism in India in relationship to Japan and 
B/3/c/2: Develop policies of Eco-Heritage-tourism
(Phase II: Indo-Japanese funding)
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Green habitat
physical 
& social

infrastructure
\

Heritage based
eco-tourism

Traditions of rapid disaster management

SANDHI: Concern C – Community green 
and resources planning, eco-
management and engineering systems 
(C/1; C/2; C/3)
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Project C/2: Assessing traditional river-based heritage tourism networks in 
Bengal and Odisha conducting an environmental cost-benefit impact 
assessment of such riparian networks and possibilities of its recovery in the 
future for promoting creative economy of Bengal associated with river

Project C/1: Assessing Disaster-proneness and Identifying Strategies for 
Disaster Preparedness of Odisha Costal Belt through Technology-Tradition 
Interface

Project C/3: To take up a set of re-explorative projects in a ‘Heritage City’ (one 
or more) for studying the patterns of:
Green habitat and ecological habitat of educational systems
Water management and infiltration gallery systems
Public health engineering system and ‘people-centric’ social infrastructures
Community planning and social management systems
And re-position them in the contemporary framework of application

Project C/3/a: Puri-Nilachal (with IIT BBSR) / Bankura-Bishnupur / 
Murshidabad region
Project C/3/b: Gaya-Bodh-Gaya (Indo-Japanese collab.)
Project C/3/c: Sarnath-Varanasi (Indo-Japanese collab.)

SANDHI: Concern C – Community green and resources planning, eco-
management and engineering systems (C/1; C/2; C/3)
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SANDHI: Concern D – Creative economy 
– recognition, regeneration, augmenting 
IPR, e-marketing and hard-showcasing 
(D/1; D/2; D/3; D/4)
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Project D/1: An immediate pilot project in the heart of Kolkata (Gariahat area, 
KMC, say) to re-design and re-resuscitate the livelihood of hawkers + allied 
informal sectors keeping in mind their 'creative economy' and the overall 
'Future of Kolkata city'. A demonstrative project may be linked ‘Future of 
Cities' program, GoI
The concern is to boost the background technology of different home-stead, 
cottage-industrial products to which the Hawkers represent a retail end

Project D/2:  A second demonstrative pilot project on 'Heritage tourism' 
considering a small stretch of river-line in North Kolkata keeping in view the 
'creative economy' of Kumartuli area considering the creative economy of a) 
Terracota and b) adobe related / reed plastered handicraft and image making
The concern is to re-explore the application and range of Terracota
technology as a building material (club with other regions)

Project D/3: An immediate documentation work, district by district, of the 
ancient precincts, and spots of heritage tourism and Creative Economic 
regeneration (CER), Technology de-construction and re-casting, IPR Making, 
Business and Management Model forecasting based on CER of:
D/3/a: District of Midnapore, as a first demonstration
D/3/b: To begin with Zone of Puri, as a second demonstration

SANDHI: Concern D – Creative economy – recognition, regeneration, 
augmenting IPR, e-marketing and hard-showcasing (D/1; D/2; D/3; D/4)
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Project D/4/a,b,c,d: Areas of a) Jamdani; b) Baluchari; c) Patta chitra; d) 
Dhokra and other areas (to be taken up one by one)

[Projects under Creative Economic regeneration (CER), Technology de-
construction and re-casting, IPR Making, Business and Management Model 
forecasting based on CER]

The cluster of projects will be basically under two heads:

One, where TKS is put to scientific test and parts are deconstructed to suit the 
contemporary needs of social, business and environmental conditions
The concern is to understand traditional science of modular systems practiced 
by apparently marginalized or backward low literate designers. 
The question is how do these marginalized people still handle measurements 
related to proportions, sizes and balance in the absence of explicit 
understanding of mathematics, ergonomics, anthropometrics and geometry 
and access to precision tools?

Two, where, as an entire body of knowledge, the system can be duly 
downloaded to re-invent/ re-formulate our current formal standards of design 
pedagogy

SANDHI: Concern D – Creative economy – recognition, regeneration, 
augmenting IPR, e-marketing and hard-showcasing (D/1; D/2; D/3; D/4)



Intra-organizational framework

Architecture and 
Regional Planning

Humanities & Social 
Sciences

RCG School of 
Infrastructure Design 

and Management + IEM

Civil Engineering 

Rajiv Gandhi School of 
Intellectual Property 

Law + VGSoM

School of Water 
Resources

Metallurgical and 
Material Engineering

School of Information 
Technology

Geology and Geophysics

Convergence within IIT Kharagpur

Center of Excellence on 
Sustainable Urban  and 
Regional Development

‘FUTURE CITIES’                                                                                       IIT KHARAGPUR

Computer Science & Engineering 
Department
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Inter-organizational framework

CoE on

Science-Heritage Initiative

IIT Kharagpur

Nation wide collaborators

Kolkata Musem of Modern Arts

ICPR, ICCR, IGNCA, SPICMACAY

Indological Research Cell, RKMIC, 
Kolkata

Kalabhaban (RBU), IFA (Bangalore)

NGOs, CBOs

Indian Institute of Architects

& others

Other National Groups 
(collaboration)

IIT Kanpur +

Design integration: IITHyderabad

+ Other IITs, SPAs, IIMs, NIDs, IDCs, 
others

Convergence with IIT Kharagpur
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Outreach 
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Educational outreach

Basic outreach programs

Permanent outreach through 
media and publication 

Course development and exchanges
Special seminars – workshops and brainstorming
Lecture development and standardization
International studio simulation
Interdisciplinary PhD guidance
Young researcher program (Post-docs)
Capacity building and knowledge transfer with 
stakeholders’ interaction

Symposia, Workshops and Exhibitions
Research awards: intra and inter-convergences
Feature events

•Community events
•Media events & documentary series
•School outreach program

Reports on research activities
Book series for commercial publication
Journal (Research outcome) for high-end outreach
Popular magazine for broader outreach

Piloting the future generations

Outreach through network of 
creative event management

A Sc-H Creative center: repository and activities

Center of Excellence on 
Science-Technology & 

Cultural-Heritage interface



Research outreach 1: 
Creation of E-repository

E-resource - data and geospatial repository 
for all the four concerns

E-repository and activities

Citizen-centric and Planning-centric 
approaches and projects

School of 
Information 
Technology

Computer Science 
& Engineering 
Department

Center of Excellence on 
Science-Technology & 

Cultural-Heritage interface



Educational outreach 2: 
An international program

Mandate - International Program and Academic 
outreach:
-exchange program with leading invited international 
faculty for courses and summer programs

-International workshops – development of course 
curricula
-Workshop on:

1. Concern one: Traditional roots - Heritage
2. History of Indian science and technology
3. Systems of Indian community resources planning 

and various physical and social infrastructure 
systems : 

4. Creative Economic regeneration – up to 
formation of  IPR and market business models 
(empowerment)

Piloting our future generations

Center of Excellence on 
Science-Heritage initiative
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Thank you
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